Welcome to April at IKEA

This April launch is about making room for better habits. It’s about making time to live a more conscious and caring life regarding sustainability. The materials are natural and the colours span from neutral, earthy tones to different shades of blue.

We’re welcoming furniture made in rattan, lamps and plant pots in bamboo and rugs made of wool. These materials give a natural feeling and are easily mixed with other styles in a home. Textiles are big this launch, from duvet covers to cushion covers, as well as textile collections for a baby’s nursery and children’s bedroom. To go with all the lovely patterned bedlinen, there are beds including a traditional metal bed frame and an extendable children’s. The bathroom also gets an update with new storage furniture, a shower curtain and towels in a style that’s made to last.

Overall, this month is about creating a home that works today and tomorrow. The launch strives to create a balance between leading a modern life and being in touch with nature. It embraces slow living — living with intent.
**BUSKBO armchair**

Combining old traditions with modern design, BUSKBO armchair brings a craftsmanship feeling to the home. It’s made from the natural fibre rattan – a sustainable material that’s fast-growing and renewable. By choosing this kind of material you bring nature into your home and lower your climate impact at the same time.

PH159226 BUSKBO armchair $149/each Cushions are sold separately.
PH159225 BUSKBO armchair $149 Cushion is sold separately.

Rattan has to be boiled and sun-dried before it can be tamed into the shape of BUSKBO armchair.
GAMLEHULT footstool

Put your feet up and relax on some natural style. Handmade in rattan, GAMLEHULT footstool with storage can be used as a footrest or as a sofa table that’s easy to move around. The rattan makes it sustainable, as the natural fibre is fast-growing on host trees. By choosing rattan, you become part of the shift towards renewable materials.

PH159230 GAMLEHULT footstool with storage $79.99/each
Together with experienced artisans, the rattan in GAMLEHULT footstool has been shaped into this beautiful and functional form.
ULRIKSBERG armchair

Enjoy comfort in the light, airy style of ULRIKSBERG armchair. With a handwoven rattan backrest and seat combined with a metal underframe, each armchair is unique. The designers Andreas Fredriksson, Jonas Hultqvist and Willy Chong describe their thoughts on working with this sustainable material:

“We like working with natural fibres like rattan and bamboo – living and renewable materials that provide great opportunities to create unique products. The most enjoyable part of this project was to use these materials in new and innovative ways. We wanted to make furniture in natural fibres, often combined with metal underframes, that is modern, gives an airy feeling, is easy to move and comes in flat packages. Better for the environment and easier to take home and enjoy.”

The fact that ULRIKSBERG armchair comes flat packed is unique in the market and makes it easy to invite nature into your home.
ULRIKSBERG armchair $99/each
Rattan is a naturally occurring and fast-growing vine from the palm tree family. It’s a living material with a will of its own and has to be boiled and sun-dried before it can be tamed into different shapes that we can sit on, rest in or decorate our homes with. This is where the weavers come in:

“We wouldn’t be able to make authentic rattan products without them. They have skills that can’t be copied by machines,” says Andreas Fredrikson, who has designed some of our rattan furniture together with the artisans who help to shape the rattan vines to functional products.

The cooperation means you can have unique and handmade furniture in your own home – created by man and nature together.
HEMNES bathroom furniture

When starting to develop HEMNES bathroom series, IKEA invited people who normally don’t work with product development to co-create with us and find new and unexpected solutions. What do you need in the bathroom to make it more convenient and better organized? This was the question that sparked the development of four new functions: a storage bench, an open sink cabinet, a wall shelf and a high cabinet with glass doors.

Although developed for the bathroom, the pieces can fit in the hallway or across the home. The beauty of the HEMNES series is that it will never feel outdated.
HEMNES storage bench with towel rail/4 hooks $169. HEMNES/TÖRNVIKEN open sink cabinet with sink. $269. HEMNES wall shelf $69.99. HEMNES high cabinet with glass door $169.
HEMNES storage bench is versatile enough to suit in a hallway too, where you can store gloves and scarves within easy reach, while hanging jackets and coats on the hooks and rail.

Hide away dirty clothes or clean towels in HEMNES storage bench with a towel rail.
HEMNES wall shelf is slim so it can maximise use of space, either behind a door or by a mirror.

HEMNES high glass cabinet is a beautiful piece of furniture to store and display favourite things through the glass doors.
**GULSPARV** baby textile collection

Create a soft, safe and dreamy bubble for your baby. GULSPARV baby textile collection comes in a beautiful traditional style and includes duvet covers, a rug, blanket and curtains. The textiles have a handicraft feeling with attention to details, for example the knitted blanket has a scalloped edge. The bed textiles are made in a seersucker weave, a classic cotton fabric with a wavy appearance. It’s woven in 100% sustainably grown cotton, a natural material that gets softer with every wash and makes a safe choice for the baby, as well as the environment.

Full of care in the details, GULSPARV blanket is knitted with a traditional scalloped edge.
GULSPARV duvet cover has embroidered details and a delicate flounce on the pillowcase.
SÅNLÄRKA textile collection

Furnish your child’s bedroom in a dreamy traditional style with shades of white and blue. From flower motifs to striped patterns, SÅNLÄRKA textile collection includes duvet covers, curtains and cushions. Made with 100% sustainably sourced cotton, the duvet cover helps set the best conditions for a good and comfortable sleeping climate. With the textile collection you can create a cozy room in calm colours. After all, sleep is the best thing you can give a growing child.
SÅNGLÄRKA series is great for creating a more mature look in a child’s bedroom.
From florals to stripes, SÅNGLÄRKA textile collection helps create a cozy bedroom in calm colours.

Made with 100% sustainably sourced cotton, SÅNGLÄRKA duvet cover helps set the best conditions for a good and comfortable sleeping climate.
KNIXHULT lamps

Create a natural, handmade style with the beautiful KNIXHULT lamps made in bamboo. When developing these lamps, we wanted to strive for as low an environmental footprint as possible. The lamps’ design has been adapted to also make use of the darker types of bamboo, which are usually thrown away. In fact, this has meant the usage of raw material has gone up from 20% to 65%. The result is lamps with warmth and character — available as either a floor, pendant or table lamp.
By using also the darker parts of bamboo that would otherwise go to waste, KNIXHULT lamps are given a more dynamic character, while saving on raw material.
Imagine having your own shining circus tent at home. Meet TROLLBO pendant lamp that’s inspired by a circus tent, it even has the flag at the top in the form of cord decorations.

Not only is the lamp playful, but it’s more sustainable as the plastic is made of recycled PET-bottles. In this way, we reduce the consumption of new raw materials and lower the CO2 footprint on the environment. It’s also good to know that, like all children’s lighting at IKEA, TROLLBO meets or exceeds the highest international standards when it comes to quality and safety for children. For example, there are no sharp edges, small parts, accessible light sources or power sources. TROLLBO pendant lamp creates a bright, safe and creative environment for children.
TROLLBO pendant lamp even has the flag at the top, just like a circus tent. These cord decorations can be removed or added according to mood.
STJÄRNFLOCKA duvet cover

Indulge in blue bedtimes with STJÄRNFLOCKA duvet cover that’s made in a crafted handmade look resembling Japanese Shibori dyeing technique, an old form of textile art. The duvet cover features starry flowers that come together in an expressive geometrical pattern. It’s made with 100% cotton from more sustainable sources woven in a plain weave that breathes and feels soft against the skin, giving a comfy night’s sleep.
PH159279 STJÄRNFLOCKA full(double)/queen duvet cover and 2 pillowcases $34.99. 100% cotton.

Featuring an expressive pattern in blue, STJÄRNFLOCKA duvet cover is made in a look resembling Japanese Shibori dyeing technique.
**JUVELBLOMMA duvet cover**

The bright, playful flower pattern of JUVELBLOMMA duvet cover gives a good start in the morning and a happy feeling every time going to bed. It’s made with 100% cotton from more sustainable sources — a natural and durable material that becomes softer with every wash. Let it create a fresh feeling for the new season.
Start the day happy with the bright, playful flower pattern of JUVELBLOMMA duvet cover — made from 100% sustainably sourced cotton.
OTTSJÖN towels
and shower curtain

Create a coordinated bathroom look in classic stripes with OTTSJÖN towels and shower curtain. The towels are soft, absorbent and only take a moment to dry. They’re made with 100% sustainably sourced cotton. Following the sustainability theme, OTTSJÖN shower curtain is made with recycled PET-bottles. This reduces the consumption of raw materials and lowers the footprint on the environment. All while keeping water where it’s wanted and providing privacy when it’s needed.

Combine OTTSJÖN towel and shower curtain for a classic striped look in elegant blue.
**SISSIL** cushion cover

Denim home decoration is an ongoing trend where SISSIL cushion cover fits perfectly. It’s made in denim, but dyed in a process that saves a lot of water compared to normal denim dyeing which is very water consuming. In fact, SISSIL is produced in a more sustainable method that not only saves water and energy, but also reduces the dyestuff consumption and CO² footprint.

The cushion cover comes in two sizes, the larger making an ideal back cushion when reading in bed as it covers your entire back, while the smaller cushion can be used as decoration or extra comfort.

PH159239 SISSIL cushion covers. L50×W50cm $19.99/each, L65×W65cm $24.99/each.
Drift away in denim. SISSIL cushion covers combine the indigo trend with golden buttons and stitching details.
BLÅGRAN/STRIMSPORRE

Cushion covers

Add comfort and decoration to the home in romantic designs. In white and blue, BLÅGRAN cushion cover features a floral pattern, while STRIMSPORRE cushion cover has a motif like bleeding ink. The covers are easily removable, washable and made in 100% sustainably sourced cotton, so you can feel good about making a spring update.
Make a springtime update with BLÅGRAN and STRIMSPORRE cushion covers that complement the blue skies of spring.
METTALISE fabric

Traditional stripes can never go wrong when getting creative. Why not make some bench covers or napkins with METTALISE fabric? The fabric is an easy and affordable way to refresh the home in 100% sustainably sourced cotton.
PH159274s METTALISE fabric $7.99/m
**TRANGET/LOVRUP rugs**

Bring the indigo trend to the floors with our new wool rugs. Handwoven by skilled craftsmen, TRANGET rug has a striped pattern with different shades of blue, while LOVRUP rug has a varied blue structure with 20% cotton mixed in too. The rugs are made in India in organised weaving centres with good working conditions and fair wages. Using wool in carpets is perfect as it’s a durable, natural and strong material. Being renewable and recyclable, wool plays an important role on our shift towards more sustainable materials.

PH159283 TRANGET rug, flatwoven $199/each 5’7”x7’10” (W170×L240cm). Assorted blue shades. LOVRUP rug, flatwoven $169/each 4’4”x6’5” (W133×L195cm). Blue.
**LOVRUP rug, flatwoven** $169 4'4"×6'5" (W133×L195cm). Blue.

Flatwoven in blue, LOVRUP rug contains a mix of wool and cotton giving it a varied structure.

**TRANGET rug, flatwoven** $199/each 5'7"×7'10" (W170×L240cm). Assorted blue shades.

Handwoven in wool, TRANGET rug features different shades of blue in a modern, striped pattern.
Wool is a beautiful material with many useful design properties. For example, it’s highly thermal, renewable, breathable and more resistant to stains. It’s perfect for carpets and rugs as the natural wool fibre is durable and strong.
MEDLEM side plate

Beautiful blue florals make MEDLEM side plate unique and exude tradition. It’s part of a dinnerware family including a tray, mug and bowl, all with the same graphic pattern. Made in stoneware, the pieces are just as suitable for special occasions as for everyday living. They offer plenty of mix and match opportunities with their simple shapes and clean pattern — all combined in a rustic feel.
**ERTAPPAD dish**

Decorative in its own right, ERTAPPAD dish can also be used for food or candles. It’s made with blue reactive glazing on stoneware. Because of the unpredictable nature of this glazing, no two plates are the same. Fitting perfectly in the indigo mood this season, use the dish to make a beautiful arrangement, for example, by combining stones with candles.
With its blue reactive glazing, each ERTAPPAD dish is made unique.
KAFFEBÖNA plant pots

Welcome nature into the home, in more ways than one! KAFFEBÖNA plant pots are handmade in bamboo in Vietnam and can give flowers and plants a natural-looking home. Bamboo with its slight variations lends each pot a slightly different look. The light expression makes the plant pots able to blend in with both traditional and modern home interiors. Bamboo is a natural material grown in plantations. It’s fast-growing and renewable, making it a sustainable choice.
Handwoven in bamboo, KAFFEBÖNA plant pot is available in two sizes that give plants a natural-looking home.
**SAGSTUA bed frame**

Combine a classic metal bed frame with a curved, high headboard and brass details and you have SAGSTUA bed frame. The designer Paulin Machado was inspired by beds of the past when starting to create this truly affordable one:

“When I designed SAGSTUA bed frame, I was inspired by the ornamental wire work on traditional entrance gates. I wanted to create a classical design with references to the past that works in a modern home; something that flirts with the romantic, but can appeal to many. The thick tubing forms a traditional and sturdy silhouette, balanced with brass coloured details as the finishing touch. Dressed with your favourite linens, I hope this bed becomes your own personal haven.”
PH159237 SAGSTUA queen bed frame $229. Slatted bed base is included. Mattress and bedlinens are sold separately.
MINNEN extendable bed

Let the bed be a joy to look at, as well as sleep in. The timeless, traditional style of MINNEN extendable bed is now available in dark yellow that’s fun to coordinate with. But most importantly, the bed grows along with the child — without lightening the wallet.

PH159505 MINNEN extendable bed frame $149. Slatted bed base is included. Mattress and bedlinens are sold separately.
PH159486 MINNEN extendable bed frame $149. Slatted bed base is included. Mattress and bedlinens are sold separately.

With details resembling the sun's rays, MINNEN extendable bed in dark yellow metal brings joy to the bedroom.
GAMLEHULT footstool with storage $79.99

ULRIKSBERG armchair $99

BUSKBO armchair $149

KNIXHULT floor lamp $69.99
Clear lacquered bamboo. Designer: Emma Olbers. Ø46, H66cm.

KNIXHULT pendant lamp $59.99
Clear lacquered bamboo. Designer: Emma Olbers. Ø40, H53cm.

KNIXHULT table lamp $34.99
Clear lacquered bamboo. Designer: Emma Olbers. Ø26, H37cm.

KAFFEBÖNA plant pot $5.99
Bamboo. Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Max. diameter flowerpot change 9cm to 10.5cm. H11cm.

KAFFEBÖNA plant pot $9.99
Bamboo. Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Max. diameter flowerpot change 15 cm to 16cm. H16cm.

TRANGET rug, flatwoven $199
Surface: 100% wool. Warp: 100% cotton. 57”×710” (W170×L240cm). Assorted blue shades.

LOVRUP rug, flatwoven $169
80% wool, 20% cotton. 4’4”×6’5” (W133×L195cm). Blue.

SISSIL cushion cover $19.99
100% cotton. L50×W50cm. Blue.

SISSIL cushion cover $24.99
100% cotton. L65×W65cm. Blue.
HEMNES high cabinet with glass door $169
Painted finish and tempered glass. W42xD38, H131cm. White.

HEMNES/TÖRVIKEN open sink cabinet with sink $269
Bathroom faucet is sold separately. Painted finish and ceramics. W82xD48, H90cm. White.

HEMNES storage bench with towel rail/4 hooks $169
Painted finish. Designer: T Christensen/K Legaard. W64xD37, H173cm. White

HEMNES wall shelf $69.99
Painted finish. W42xD10, H118cm. White.

OTTSJÖN bath towel $8.99
100% cotton. W70xL140cm. White/blue.

OTTSJÖN hand towel $3.99
100% cotton. W50xL100cm. White/blue.

OTTSJÖN shower curtain $9.99
100% polyester. W180xL180cm. White/blue.

ERTAPPAD dish $12.99
Stoneware. Ø34cm. Blue.

MEDLEM side plate $2.99

MEDLEM bowl $3.99

MEDLEM mug $3.99

MEDLEM tray $5.99
High-pressure melamine laminate. Designer: Akanksha Deo. W33xL33cm. White/blue.
PE721106 METTALISE fabric $7.99/m
100% cotton. W150cm. White/dark grey.

PE727498 STJÄRNFLOCKA full(double)/queen duvet cover and 2 pillowcases $34.99
100% cotton. White/blue.

PE695812 JUVELBLOMMA full(double)/queen duvet cover and 2 pillowcases $24.99
100% cotton. White/yellow.

PE719104 SAGSTUA queen bed frame $229
Powder coated steel. Slatted bed base is included. Mattress and bedlinens are sold separately. Black.

PE712013 BLÅGRAN cushion cover $5.99
100% cotton. L50×W50cm. Blue/white.

PE712257 STRIMSPORRE cushion cover $5.99
100% cotton. L50×W50cm. White/blue.

PE710091 GULSPARV rug $49.99
100% nylon. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. 5'3"×4'4" (W133×L160cm). Striped blue/white.

PE710108 GULSPARV crib duvet cover/pillowcase $19.99
100% cotton. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. Striped blue/white.

PE710096 GULSPARV crib duvet cover/pillowcase $9.99

PE710079 GULSPARV blanket $14.99
100% cotton. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. W70×L90cm. White.

PE712622 GULSPARV curtains with tie-backs, 1 pair $29.99
100% cotton. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. W120×L250cm per panel. Striped blue/white.

PE710010 SÅNGLÄRKA rug, low pile $44.99
100% nylon. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. 5'3"×4'4" (W133×L160cm). Butterfly/pink.
MINNEN extendable bed frame $149

SÅNGLÄRKA twin duvet cover and pillowcase $19.99
100% cotton. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. Striped blue/white.

SÅNGLÄRKA twin duvet cover and pillowcase $24.99
100% cotton. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. Flower/dark blue/white.

SÅNGLÄRKA cushion $14.99

SÅNGLÄRKA twin duvet cover and pillowcase $34.99
100% cotton. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. Butterfly/white/blue

SÅNGLÄRKA cushion $12.99

TROLLBO pendant lamp $29.99
PET plastic and polypropylene plastic. Designer: Stina Lanneskog. Ø37cm. Light green.
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